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2 answers sorted by 32 jim has lived there is present perfect this describes a past
action or event with present consequences jim lived there is simple past or preterite
this describes an action or event which took place in the past jim had lived there is
past perfect or pluperfect a i have been living here for 5 years b i have lived here
for 5 years am i correct that these two represent the same event but a emphasizes the
continuity of living while b simply states a fact that you lived there from 5 years ago
to the present in this english grammar lesson you will learn the difference between the
present perfect v present perfect continuous and finally understand whether to say i
aug 28 2019 at 23 06 lived is not the only correct answer unless you have a specific
set of choices which hasn t been mentioned any of these would work for the blank
although not all would be as natural lived used to live did live was living and had
been living there are currently seven billion people alive today and the population
reference bureau estimates that about 107 billion people have ever lived this means
that we are nowhere near close to if we add the number of people alive today we get 117
billion humans that have ever lived this means that for every person alive today there
are approximately 14 people who are no longer with us it is these 109 billion people we
have to thank for the civilization that we live in 2 answers sorted by 11 it depends on
the context and what you want to say i have been living in london for five years tells
us that you are still living there and that you have been living there in one
continuous time period i have lived in london for five years can but does not have to
mean the same have lived vs have been living 5 answers closed 4 years ago 1 i have
lived here since 2006 2 i have been living here since 2006 what s the difference
between the above cases are there different conditions to use each one of them or can
they be used interchangeably the human population has swelled so much that people alive
today outnumber all those who have ever lived says a factoid whose roots stretch back
to the 1970s some versions of this widely it means i have lived there for 2 years and
by implication that i m going to continue to live there for at least the near future i
am going to continue living in paris present perfect tense sentence structure subject
have has v3 past participle object example i ve lived in paris for 2 years live verb be
alive b1 i to continue to be alive or have life he only lived a few days after the
accident to infinitive i hope i live to see my grandchildren live to her granny lived
to the ripe old age of 94 can the right to live ever be denied to any human live on she
lived on well into her 90s fewer examples introduction when it comes to expressing the
concept of residing in a particular place the phrases i live here and i have lived here
often come into play these seemingly similar expressions however hold distinct nuances
that can impact their usage 1 crocodylians watch any documentary about crocodiles and
you re almost certain to hear the line they have gone unchanged since the time of the
dinosaurs that isn t exactly true how many people have ever lived on earth given a
current global population of about 7 8 billion the revised estimate means those alive
in 2020 represent nearly 7 of the total number of people who have ever lived 1 sir
walter raleigh what is this life raleigh c 1552 1618 is credited with many things
introducing tobacco and potatoes to england neither of which he did laying down his
cloak for queen elizabeth i a later myth and writing courtly poetry 8 signs that you
may have lived a past life by taylor markarian updated jun 07 2023 if you have
recurring dreams inexplicable skills or you just have a strong affinity for another era
1 answer sorted by 6 the two are interchangeable if you intend a continuative reading
that you have lived in europe for the two years leading to the present moment ok i have
lived in europe for two years and will not leave until next year ok i have been living
in europe for two years and will not leave until next year definition of lived past
tense of live 1 as in resided to have a home he lives next door to the hospital
synonyms similar words relevance resided stayed dwelt dwelled abode abided occupied
visited inhabited haunted frequented hung at settled lodged hanged at populated rented
peopled by elizabeth craven i thank thee god that i have lived in this great world and
known its many joys the songs of birds the strongest sweet scent of hay and cooling
breezes in the secret dusk the flaming sunsets at the close of day hills and the lovely
heather covered moors music at night and the moonlight on the sea
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verbs when to use has lived vs lived vs had lived Mar 29 2024 2 answers sorted by 32
jim has lived there is present perfect this describes a past action or event with
present consequences jim lived there is simple past or preterite this describes an
action or event which took place in the past jim had lived there is past perfect or
pluperfect
present perfect have lived vs have been living english Feb 28 2024 a i have been living
here for 5 years b i have lived here for 5 years am i correct that these two represent
the same event but a emphasizes the continuity of living while b simply states a fact
that you lived there from 5 years ago to the present
explained i have lived v i have been living youtube Jan 27 2024 in this english grammar
lesson you will learn the difference between the present perfect v present perfect
continuous and finally understand whether to say i
present perfect lived or have lived english language Dec 26 2023 aug 28 2019 at 23 06
lived is not the only correct answer unless you have a specific set of choices which
hasn t been mentioned any of these would work for the blank although not all would be
as natural lived used to live did live was living and had been living
do the dead outnumber the living bbc news Nov 25 2023 there are currently seven billion
people alive today and the population reference bureau estimates that about 107 billion
people have ever lived this means that we are nowhere near close to
how many humans have ever existed new study has answer Oct 24 2023 if we add the number
of people alive today we get 117 billion humans that have ever lived this means that
for every person alive today there are approximately 14 people who are no longer with
us it is these 109 billion people we have to thank for the civilization that we live in
present perfect have lived vs have been living english Sep 23 2023 2 answers sorted by
11 it depends on the context and what you want to say i have been living in london for
five years tells us that you are still living there and that you have been living there
in one continuous time period i have lived in london for five years can but does not
have to mean the same
grammar difference between i have lived or i have been Aug 22 2023 have lived vs have
been living 5 answers closed 4 years ago 1 i have lived here since 2006 2 i have been
living here since 2006 what s the difference between the above cases are there
different conditions to use each one of them or can they be used interchangeably
fact or fiction living people outnumber the dead Jul 21 2023 the human population has
swelled so much that people alive today outnumber all those who have ever lived says a
factoid whose roots stretch back to the 1970s some versions of this widely
language english grammar i have been living or i have lived Jun 20 2023 it means i have
lived there for 2 years and by implication that i m going to continue to live there for
at least the near future i am going to continue living in paris present perfect tense
sentence structure subject have has v3 past participle object example i ve lived in
paris for 2 years
lived english meaning cambridge dictionary May 19 2023 live verb be alive b1 i to
continue to be alive or have life he only lived a few days after the accident to
infinitive i hope i live to see my grandchildren live to her granny lived to the ripe
old age of 94 can the right to live ever be denied to any human live on she lived on
well into her 90s fewer examples
choose between i live here or i have lived here are they Apr 18 2023 introduction when
it comes to expressing the concept of residing in a particular place the phrases i live
here and i have lived here often come into play these seemingly similar expressions
however hold distinct nuances that can impact their usage
the top 10 greatest survivors of evolution science Mar 17 2023 1 crocodylians watch any
documentary about crocodiles and you re almost certain to hear the line they have gone
unchanged since the time of the dinosaurs that isn t exactly true
how many people have ever lived on earth corrections Feb 16 2023 how many people have
ever lived on earth given a current global population of about 7 8 billion the revised
estimate means those alive in 2020 represent nearly 7 of the total number of people who
have ever lived
10 of the best poems about life and living interesting Jan 15 2023 1 sir walter raleigh
what is this life raleigh c 1552 1618 is credited with many things introducing tobacco
and potatoes to england neither of which he did laying down his cloak for queen
elizabeth i a later myth and writing courtly poetry
signs you may have lived a past life reader s digest Dec 14 2022 8 signs that you may
have lived a past life by taylor markarian updated jun 07 2023 if you have recurring
dreams inexplicable skills or you just have a strong affinity for another era
what s the difference between has been living and has lived Nov 13 2022 1 answer sorted
by 6 the two are interchangeable if you intend a continuative reading that you have
lived in europe for the two years leading to the present moment ok i have lived in
europe for two years and will not leave until next year ok i have been living in europe
for two years and will not leave until next year
lived synonyms 66 similar and opposite words merriam Oct 12 2022 definition of lived
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past tense of live 1 as in resided to have a home he lives next door to the hospital
synonyms similar words relevance resided stayed dwelt dwelled abode abided occupied
visited inhabited haunted frequented hung at settled lodged hanged at populated rented
peopled
i thank thee god that i have lived pick me up poetry Sep 11 2022 by elizabeth craven i
thank thee god that i have lived in this great world and known its many joys the songs
of birds the strongest sweet scent of hay and cooling breezes in the secret dusk the
flaming sunsets at the close of day hills and the lovely heather covered moors music at
night and the moonlight on the sea
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